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inGENIUS Technologies partners with industry leaders in technologies like HP, IBM, F5, VMware, Lenovo, Juniper and Oracle to provide 

best-optimized solutions for its customers as a system integrator.

As system integrators we help our customers accelerate business value from their IT infrastructure, with the objective to facilitate them to achieve business imperatives of high performance, 

reliability, scalability and security. We are a new company, incorporated in 2012, but we are not new in what we do. With over 18 years of solid experience in corporate IT infrastructure and a vast 

resource of partners; we are able to provide solutions that enhance productivity and growth for new and existing corporate customers.

Our engineers possess all the prerequisites for undertaking enterprise IT planning and architecture, both in experience and certification. This expertise leverages us to reduce the overall total cost 

of ownership and create an IT ecosystem for our customers that thrives and is profitable.

Who We Are

As our corporate logo clearly depicts, we care for our Customers, Employees and 

Principals and strongly believe that a synergistic relation with all of them will catapult our 

growth. We deliver success stories to enterprises and our achievements are a reflection 

of their success.

We Deliver the Promise!

Our Mission

inGENIUS Technologies mission is to become a market leader by consistently exceeding 

our customers' expectations; providing them with best of breed technology solutions. We 

will continually communicate with, and learn from our customers, in order to improve our 

services. We will stay abreast of today's and tomorrow's technologies, no matter how 

fast it evolves, to ensure our customers always have the best.

inGENIUS Technologies comprise of passionate, innovative, relentless staff who 

constantly strive to provide the best experience to the customers. Our focus is to use 

technology to its productive best.

WE PRIDE OURSELVES IN THE CORE VALUES THAT WE FOLLOW:

Our Values

Our Ideology

Selflessness

Communication

Innovation

Ownership

Impact

Honesty
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inGENIUS Technologies Pvt. Ltd.

Operations: Mumbai, Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi, Mohali, Kochi

Certified Network Engineers and Implementation Specialists

Quality Management through ISO 9001:2008

Ability to commit and deliver

About Us

At inGENIUS Technologies, we provide professional, solution-oriented managed IT 

services that are designed to alleviate pressure and demands that organizations 

encounter. Our solutions consist of providing consultation and implementation of 

servers, data center support, maintenance and operations and deployment of 

technologies in enterprise environments.

Our engineers possess all the prerequisites for undertaking enterprise IT planning and 

architecture, both in experience and certification. This expertise leverages us to reduce 

the overall total cost of ownership and create an IT ecosystem for our customers that 

thrives and is profitable.

By taking advantage of our in-depth knowledge and experience, organizations will 

reap the rewards and benefits as under: 

 - Implementing defined, repeatable processes that follow the 

integration methodology in delivering our services.  These processes utilize our 

intellectual capital to identify and either eliminate or mitigate the risks associated 

with deploying new technology to an organization. 

 - Because we have successfully implemented 

technologies and installations for a gamut of clients, the transition process can be 

accelerated which minimizes disruption to your working environment.  

 - We can provide key skill sets to customers 

who have limited resources.

 - Our consultants and engineers have experience 

across multiple technologies and multiple client environments which they leverage 

on every engagement. In fact, we continuously research new products to ensure 

investments made today will position you effectively for the future.

Lower risk

Increased speed of transition

Relief from resource constraints

Optimal usage of technology

Our carefully selected Principals realize the value in us taking their high quality products 

and service offerings to the implementation stage, something that we are respected for 

doing well. Our openly nurtured ideals of"trust and respect" - the cornerstones of business 

partnerships - ensure that clients get the highest levels of support possible.

Today we have the best manpower trained to extend our services to corporations across the 

Indian subcontinent. We strive to keep up our high quality of service and commitment with 

extraordinary client satisfaction.

OUR TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS:

Facts & Figures

Our Partners
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Our network and personal storage eliminate the physical, logical and management 

boundaries that separate data storage from the rest of IT. Unpredictable workloads 

require agile storage that adjusts quickly without bottlenecks through:

Scale-Out Architecture

Storage Federation

Adaptive Optimization

Tiering and Solid State Storage

Storage

Our enterprise solutions cover a broad range of services and solutions 

that cater to the needs of growing organizations with a mission to excel.

Our robust partnerships with industry leaders in technology and 

communication help us to provide innovative technology solutions to our 

clients who demand the best for productivity.

SOLUTIONS

The server technology we implement are with HP, with numerous customer-driven 

innovations that automate administrative tasks and improve application uptime and 

performance. From rack-optimized systems and cloud-ready blades to expandable 

tower servers and purpose-built systems for the world's most extreme data centers, 

they are platforms ready for any workload.

THE SOLUTIONS WE PROVIDE ARE IN THE DOMAIN OF:

Server
Commercial Desktops
& Laptops

In a collaborative environment we leverage technology to provide some of the best 

solutions for enterprise work sharing. Using thin clients that are innovative, reliable, and 

secure, we deliver real business results for your virtual computing world. We make it easy 

to deploy and manage thin client solutions which pave the way for low-cost-per-seat, 

thereby lowering infrastructure cost, without affecting speed and quality. We also cater to 

computer accessories and laptops that are compliant to the infrastructure.

A virtual infrastructure lets you share your physical resources of multiple machines across 

your entire infrastructure. A virtual machine lets you share the resources of a single 

physical computer across multiple virtual machines for maximum efficiency. Resources are 

shared across multiple virtual machines and applications. Your business needs are the 

driving force behind dynamically mapping the physical resources of your infrastructure to 

applications-even as those needs evolve and change. We help create the resource 

optimization to drive greater flexibility in the organization, resulting in lower capital and 

operational costs.

Virtualization

Networking - It doesn't matter if your organization has 1 or 100,000 employees, you can 

still benefit from extending your productivity outside and inside the walls of your office 

with our range of wired and wireless networking solutions, thereby offering flexibility for 

hard-working employees to work where they need to work.

Networking
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Cloud computing is the use of computing resources (hardware and software) that are delivered 

as a service over a network (typically the Internet). The name comes from the use of a cloud-

shaped symbol as an abstraction for the complex infrastructure it contains in system diagrams. 

Cloud computing entrusts remote services with a user's data, software and computation.

Cloud computing means you access IT resources over the internet whenever you need them.For 

instance, instead of storing your customer database on your premises, you log in to it over the 

internet. All it means is that your database is stored on a server that's located somewhere 

else.It's easiest to think of it as another service you pay for as you use it. Our technology experts 

can recommend how you can take advantage of this growing technology to benefit your 

organization's core objectives. 

Voice, Data& Video Solutions- With the increase in the growth of broadband connectivity, video 

streaming has become a reality. Seizing the opportunity, we are able to provide a solid 

infrastructure that enables surveillance that is secure and also IP voice and video 

teleconferencing options that improve productivity in the long run. Our VOIP solutions also 

feature rich support for voice, helping clients save considerably on telephony costs.

Voice, Data & Video Solutions

 We provide the following solutions tailored to your situation:

Service Desk Management Support

Vendor / Asset Management Support

Technical Hardware Management Support

Desktop Management Support

Network Management Support

Mail Management Support

Data Center / Data Base Management Support

Telecommunication Management Support

Printing Solutions

On Call & On Site Support

Our Clients

Our consultants and engineers have experience across multiple technologies and 

multiple client environments which they leverage on every engagement. In fact, we 

continuously research new products and are able to provide our clients with amazing 

insights to increase the value we can provide to the organization or enterprise.

Consultation

Cloud Computing

Facility Management

We offer a comprehensive delivery system for facility management services that allows 

organizations to respond to and pro-actively manage change within their facilities.
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